Abstract-Camera motion estimation plays an important role in digital video analysis algorithms such as video indexing and retrieval or automatic movie analysis. Several algorithms have been proposed to solve this problem in MPEG videos. This paper presents an optical flow based approach for the camera motion estimation in all kinds of digital video formats, especially in movies. It compares the motion vector fields (MVFs) with six predefined templates to determine the type of motion. The MVFs are generated by using high-accuracy optical flow computation. The advantage of the method lies in its robustness to noisy environments such as false motion vectors and object motions. Comprehensive experiments with video clips extracted from well-known feature movies demonstrate the performance of the proposed approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we develop tools based on low-level information to analyze camera motion as part of the E-Inclusion project. The goal of the E-Inclusion project is to create powerful audio-video tools that will allow multimedia content producers to improve the richness of the multimedia experience for the blind, the deaf, the hard of hearing, and the hard of seeing, by automating key aspects of the multimedia production and post-production processes.
The estimation of camera motion is important for several video analysis systems. Camera motion is often used as an expressive element in film production. Given the types of camera motion, a video sequence can be decomposed into temporal segments of video with smoothly changing content called "shots".
There are different types of camera motion: rotation around one of the three axes and translation along the x and yaxis. The axes of a camera are presented in Fig.1 . In the context of our approach, the translation along the x-axis (yaxis) and the rotation around the y-axis (x-axis) are considered as one type of motion. Besides, translation along the z-axis can be considered as equivalent to zoom in and zoom out. The proposed approach is able to distinguish six types of camera motion on motion vector fields.
Some recent techniques use motion data available from compressed video files such as motion vectors and discrete cosine transformation (DCT) coefficients in the MPEG files instead of performing optical flow computation [1] - [5] . This direction seems very computationally effective but it has its own issue. The MPEG motion vectors often do not represent the true motion of a frame sufficiently due to outlier vectors. Thus, we choose to perform the accurate optical flow calculation in order to generate the MVFs. Then we define templates so as to represent camera motion and estimate template parameters from the computed MVFs. A comprehensive test set has been created consisting of 4 video sequences extracted from "The Fabulous Destiny of Amélie Poulain" (Le Fabuleux destin d'Amélie Poulain) including many kinds of camera motion. The main challenge in using sequences extracted from motionpictures is that we do no have any control or knowledge of camera motion and/or calibration.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related work is discussed. Our approach to estimate camera motion in movie sequences is presented in Section 3. Section 4 illustrates how the algorithm can be used to determine the type of camera motions in real movie videos. Section 5 concludes the paper and outlines areas for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
The related work can be categorized into two different groups according to the camera motion model used. The first c ICITA 2009 ISBN: 978-981-08-3029-8 group analyzes motion field vectors then estimates model parameters. These parameters are afterward evaluated to reveal the camera motion involved [1] , [4] . The second group directly implies the observed optical flow pattern by using the angular distribution or the power of optical flow vectors [6] , [7] .
For example, Tiburzi et al. [1] describe the camera motion by the set of six parameters of the affine model. Camera motion patterns can be identified via thresholding of a set of classification functions in which each is sensitive to the presence of pan, tilt, zoom or roll patterns respectively. This method is proposed for working in real-time on MPEG sequences. Kim et al. [2] assume a two-dimensional affine camera model and state that they can detect six types of motion: zoom, rotation, pan, tilt, object motion and stationary. Thus, results for translation along the x-axis (y-axis) and rotation around the y-axis (x-axis) are merged. Ewerth et al. [4] present an approach which can distinguish between camera rotation and translation. Their approach is based on an appropriate 3D camera model that includes rotation, translation, and zoom in and out. They extract the motion vectors directly from the compressed MPEG stream and then apply an outlier removal algorithm to obtain a reliable motion vector field. Gillespie and Nguyen [5] have chosen the 4-parameter affine model to represent camera motion. The paper shows the improvement in the estimation of the camera motion model parameters, but it does not show how the algorithm can classify between the types of camera motion, such as pan and zoom.
Xiong and Lee [6] divide image-frames into subregions and then analyze the projected x and y components of optical flow separately in the different subregions of the images. Different camera motions (such as zoom, rotation, pan, tilt, object motion and stationary) are recognized by comparing the computed mean values and standard deviations with the prior known patterns. Naito et al. [8] propose a camera motion detection method using a background image generated by video mosaicking based on the correlation between feature points on a frame pair. To detect the camera motion, the position of frames on the background image is converted to feature parameters so as the coordinate of the center of each quadrangle camera frame and the distance between the center and vertex of the quadrangle frame respectively.
III. CAMERA MOTION ESTIMATION
In this section, we present our algorithms for the estimation of camera motion (pan, tilt, and zoom). The method is based on analyzing the optical flow information. It consists of following steps which are explained in detail below:
1) Optical Flow Computation 2) Motion Vector Field Processing 3) Motion Templates 4) Template Matching

A. Optical Flow Computation
Our implementation follows Brox's algorithm to compute optical flow because it provides the lowest error rate among the noted algorithms [9] . Details of implementation, especially the numerical approach, have been adopted from Brox's work. Extension to different color channels, and the concept of a local smoothing function, have been borrowed from Sand's work [10] . The algorithm is briefly introduced below.
It is known that a basic assumption in computing the optical flow is that intensity is conserved before and after the motion, i.e. dI(x, y, t)/dt = 0. Moreover, the gradient of the image intensity is also assumed not to vary due to the displacement. The gradient constraint equation is therefore derived as:
where I t (x + u, y + v, t + 1) denotes the partial time derivative of I(x, y, t), and ∇I(x, y, t) = (I x (x, y, t), I y (x, y, t))
T denotes the spatial gradient. Brox has defined a further assumption: the smoothness of the flow field. As the optimal displacement field will have discontinuities at the boundaries of objects in the scene, it is worthwhile to generalize the smoothness assumption by demanding a piecewise smooth flow field. Let x = (x, y, t) T and w = (u, v, 1) T , the computation of optical flow is a combination of intensity and smoothness terms of the images involved.
with
The total energy is the weighted sum between the data term and the smoothness term
with some regularisation parameter α > 0.
The algorithm also uses a coarse-to-fine strategy called the "warping" technique. With this multiscale approach, optical flow estimation gives significantly smaller angular errors and excellent robustness to noise.
B. Motion Vector Field Processing
We use a basic yet efficient description of the camera motion at each frame via phase histograms of the motion vectors. This assumes that the intensity of the camera motion is constant in each segment, which is usually the case.
The classification of camera motion using phase histograms often separate a frame into several subregions [1] , [3] . Working on the subregions of images individually can alleviate the effectiveness of objects located in some local regions of the frame. Therefore, a division into four basic regions is quite appropriate for our goal. The horizontal and vertical optical flows then form the motion vector field (MVF). Motion vectors within a particular region, or a frame often show a tendency to stand in correlation during camera operation. Thus, let us 
where M [n, t] is the magnitude of the n th subregion in frame t, v x,k [n, t] and v y,k [n, t] are the horizontal and vertical motion vectors for the k th pixel of the n th subregions, respectively, N n is the total number of pixels in the n th subregion of the selected frame, V x [n, t], V y [n, t] are the components of a motion vector representing the motions occurring in the n th subregion. Then M [n, t] is used to decide whether or not a given frame has an adequate percentage of motion associated with basic camera operations and V x [n, t], V y [n, t] are used as parameters to assign a camera operation into one of six different types.
C. Motion Templates
An image is divided into 4 basic subregions as shown in Fig.2 , w and h are the width and height of a frame. The size of the subregion is chosen as a fraction ρ of the frame height and width. Optical flow is investigated in different subregions. We build templates based on these subregions that are used to classify six basic camera motions. Each subregion in the template is represented by a vector (V x [n, i], V y [n, i]). These vectors have a unique length, but, depending on the types of motion, have a different orientation. Fig.3 shows the templates with their associated vectors. For further use, each template has been labeled by a number.
D. Template Matching
We suggest that most of the magnitude of the background subregions is greater than some threshold during camera movement. To determine if there is camera motion [3] , a 
where N bg is the total number of the background subregions, B is the set of background subregions and τ mag is the magnitude threshold. If D bg is greater than or equal to a threshold, τ D , it signifies that there is a camera movement within the given frame. Afterward, the template motion matching is processed. So given a motion vector (V x [n, t], V y [n, t]) of the n th subregion and a template vector (V x [n, i], V y [n, i]) of the same n th subregion in the i th template, then the angle between these vectors can be determined by:
(9) With the purpose of identifying the most appropriate template for camera motions of a given frame, a measure is defined by (10) where N tp is the number of templates. Therefore, the value found in A is associated with a type of camera motion that is predefined in the templates, then the frame is marked as having the given camera motion. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To test the proposed camera-motion estimation algorithm on a realistic video, we have applied the algorithm to four short movie sequences. These sequences, listed in Table. I, are extracted from the movie "The Fabulous Destiny of Amélie Poulain" (Le Fabuleux destin d'Amélie Poulain). The sequences consist of various scenes, camera motions with different speeds and view angles. These sequences are available at http://vision.gel.ulaval.ca/ ∼ ntnguyen/download.html. Fig.4 shows some typical images from the sequences. In this study, parameters [ρ, B, τ mag , τ D ] are set experimentally to [0.3,4,0.08,0.75]. We found that different sequences may need slightly different parameters to obtain the best results, but we used a single set of parameters to obtain reasonable results for all of the videos. Table. II shows the experimental results from applying the algorithm to the four test sequences. The sequences have been entirely analyzed by a human observer for providing groundtruth reference on camera motion. In first tested sequence (Videosample01.avi), our algorithm produced 12 missed and 12 false detections over 712 frames. These errors are often found on the frames within the transition between two different camera motions. We find similar situations in the second and the third movie sequences. In the second movie sequence (Videosample02.avi), there are a total of 632 frames, the algorithm produced 612 correct, 17 false , and 3 missed detections. The third movie sequence (Videosample03.avi) has 348 frames with only 7 false and 7 missed detections. In the fourth sequence (Videosample04.avi), the algorithm was tested on 537 frames, with 26 missed and 26 false detected frames. Several camera motion frames are mis-classified as static camera because in the process of shooting movies, for example, the cameraman usually commences a zooming-shot with a light zoom, then increasing it and finishing with a light zoom before stopping the shot (frame 450 to frame 480 in Videosample04.avi are detected as camera-static frames). Other error annotations are also caused by most of the objects in the video which move horizontally, a situation that gets even worse when these objects dominate the main portion of the screen. Fig.5 presents the results of the algorithm performed on the sequences and their ground truth. The blue is the ground truth, the red dots represent the output of the algorithm. The four subfigure reveal that the algorithm's outputs and the ground truth are fitting closely.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper illustrates a simple and robust approach to characterize camera motion in the context of movie indexing, which is an important step for motion analysis of objects and video retrieval. While other camera motion estimation methods use affine models' parameters or perform an iterative optimization algorithm, our method directly analyzes optical flow vectors without any transformation. Using only the magnitude and the angle of the vectors on several specified subregions of image, camera motion can be classified into six types. The test sequences are extracted from a real movie consisting of complex camera/object motions and noise. The experimental results provide a good illustration of the robustness of the method.
However, because the proposed approach is based on optical flow, it is limited by the computationally expensive optical flow estimation. This has been one of the key problems in computer vision for years. In the last two decades the quality of optical flow estimation methods has increased dramatically as well as the performance of the computer. That is the motive for us to implement the optical flow based approach.
Camera motion information, i.e. dominant motion, can be exploited in further video analysis. The idea is using this information to make a motion compensation then extract the moving objects from the background.
